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Achieve 300 answers 2018

Redirect to Download Reach 3000 PDF Replies after seconds Hello, everyone! My name's only because you didn't know me. I own this Tumblr, and I upload Achieve3000 responses. Shoot me the DM for the request and the prices. For a small commission, I will do your articles on reaching 3000. Hey, guys! I ended up downloading all the
achievements for the recent set 6 has posted (woop woop yaay!) I'll upload a bedford reader textbook for the December/January Christmas break project veery soon. He's been very busy trying to correct those grades. Stay up to date with the website &amp; I'll send group chat updates whenever I add a new note or assignment (as you
already know). Enjoy! :) love y'all.p.s. (ik the all black format i did the recent achieves and will probably find it harder to read than the one I did with the questions in black and the answers in red. I'm sorry about that dissecable! It's just uploading from my computer to make things a little easier.) Ellie1. The best alternate title for this article
would be ____.* California Marvels on Unexpected Asian Water Salt2. Which of these is the statement of facts?* The falcated duck was so named because its wings are unusual in that they are taper so far back that they overhang the bird's tail feathers.3. Which is the closest antonim to the word (whatever word do you have)?* The
answers will vary.4. Let's say Ella wants to know about the natural habitat of the cared duck. Most of the information would be found _.* On a website for birds in China about local wildlife5. Which of these should not be included in this article's summary?* Ducks and other water owls often change their routines as adverse weather
approaches.6. Which two words in the article are closest to the sinono?* (May be different for you) Plums and feathers7. What information is not included in the article?* Falcated duck will preferably be caught for study the next time it appears in California.8. Look at these excerpts from the article. What best supports the idea that experts
had more to learn about the falcated duck discussed in the article?* No one is sure whether he somehow came to California from Asia on his own or escaped from a private collection or zoo. The bird looked wild and wasn't used to humans.-ell1. Based on the information in the article that best describes the difference between Lusatio
shortly before the start of the LMBV and Lusatia project today?* Shortly before the start of the LMBV project, lusatia was a landscape of nejalov, while lusatia is a landscape today reclaimed in typical lakes, coal and long sections route.2. What is mainly the case in this Article?* The region of Germany, which has remained unclear due to
strip mining, is turning into a destination for tourists.3. Which is the closest one to the word (which word is created for you) as it is used in the article?* The answers will vary here.4. This article would be most useful as a resource for a student research project on ____.* Long-term environmental effects of strip mining5. The reader can trace
from the article that tourists often have to search for destinations with external functions such as lakes, skies and bike paths.6. The article said: 'Not so long ago the idea would have seemed outlandish to anyone who would watch an alien, desolate landscape that was ravaged by comic mining. Unlike underground mining, which involves
digging shafts, strip mining involves working from above, removing layers on layers of soil, rocks and surface vegetation to extract ore. Which would be the closest antonim word (which word is created for you) as used above?* The answers will vary here.7. Which passage from the article best supports the idea that mining for lignite
destroys the landscape?* Unlike underground mining, which involves digging shafts, strip mining involves working from above, removing layers on layers of soil, rocks, and surface vegetation to extract ore.8. Based on the article that will most likely happen?* The German government will take steps to promote Lusatie as a tourist
destination for people living both inside and outside the country.enjoy!-ellWhat have been made changes in military clothing in response to the introduction of trench fights? Always remember previous notes that I posted on other achievement articles, guys! :) Okay thanks lol.1. What is the cause-effect relationship that takes place in the
article?* Since dangerous weapons such as explosives and rapid fire artillery were used in World War I, soldiers needed trenches to better protect themselves during the battle.2. The article is mainly about ____.* Trenches found in the United States that were used as training ground for soldiers before they were sent to Europe during
World War Iii. Which is the closest one to the word (insert any word you have here) as it is used in the article?* The answers will vary here.4. This article would be most useful as a resource for a student research project on ____.* Changes in U.S. military training in the early 1900s, before the 15th World War. A reader can tell from the
article that it was ____.* One of the reasons that Iowa was chosen as the military training base location was that there was enough open land to set up imitated battlefields for soldiers.6. What two words in the article are closest to the newonyms?* Scrap and scrap (the answers may vary for you here, but these were two sinonims I the
question does not answer the article?* What changes have been made to military clothing in response to the introduction of trench fighting?8. Think of the following statement from Colonel Greg Hapgood, spokesman for the Iowa National Guard: This is about how we trained, how we lived, how we fought. It's an invaluable history that can't
be confused if it ever disappears. It can be preserved and preserved for future generations to understand the history of what [the US] went through in World War I. The author's intention to include this quote was ____.* To offer the opinion of one official on why it is important to preserve the trenches that were used to train soldiers during
World War 1!-ell Reader can from the article to ____. Okay, so this article seems to be showing different questions for everyone. I can only provide you with answers and questions that I have personally received. Read in these questions really hard because sometimes they are simply reworded based on your lexicon and score. Also,
please note, as I said a lot of the time before the questions are sinonomously generated and different for everyone. All right, that's it for today! Thank you so much! :)1. What relationship of cause and effect is described in this article?* Permanent injuries have caused international basketball star Yao Ming to retire from professional
basketball.2. What's this article about in particular?* Yao Ming announced his retirement from professional basketball after an impressive eight-season career with the Houston Rockets.3. Which is the closest the one to the word (whatever word you have) as it is used in this article?* The answers will vary here.4. What question does the
article answer?* How many games did Yao Ming play in his eighth season with the Houston Rockets?5. The news article stated: 'Yao, born in Shanghai, who is considered china's best athlete, has verified suspicions that he will not return to the Houston Rockets. He told the crowd that he was officially out of basketball. Look at the
sentences above and think about the article. Which would be the closest you'd have to a word (whatever word do you have)?* The answers will vary here.6. A reader can from the article turn out to be ____.** Yao Ming now that his career with the NBA has ended, possibly living in China. Which passage from the article best supports the
idea that Yao Minga's achievements go far beyond playing basketball?* In 2008, Yao gave $2 million to establish the Yao Ming Foundation. Yao founded a foundation to rebuild schools destroyed by a massive earthquake in 2008 in China's Sichuan Province.8. The author's intention to write this article was probably on ____.* Inform
readers change the career path of international sports seniors!-ell1. Which one of these happened before Sherman Booth led the attack on free fugitive slave Joshua Glover?* The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Prigg v. Pennsylvania that states were not required to help recapture fugitive slaves.2 The best alternate title for this article would
be ____.* The entire account of the Fugitive Slave Act of 18503. According to the article, why did the fugitive slave act of the 1850s garner sympathy for the abolitionist's cause??* Because isancity was no longer an option, even for Northerners who may have previously felt removed from the debate surrounding slavery4. Which is the
closest antonim to the word (whatever word do you have)?* The answers differ in terms of the word you have. You may need to google this yourself if you are not familiar with the word presented.5. The article states: 'A week later, Anthony stepped off the ship and flashed as his eyes adjusted to the bright boston sunlight. He was a free
man. He soon found a lucrative job and regained his strength. The former slave walked proudly through the streets, holding his high head and shoulders squared. His new life was shattered just a week later when flaming slave Asa Butman grabbed his shoulder and brought him to a small room in the town hall. A city sheriff came into the
room, accompanied by Burns' former master Charles F. Suttle. Why did the author include this paragraph in the article?* Provide the reader with some background on the run away slave act from the perspective of the most affected people6. In what way is the article contrary to the Fugitive Slaves Act of 1793 under the Fugitive Slaves Act
of 1850?* While the law in both cases required fugitive slaves to be returned to their owners, the 1850 law severely tightened the limitations of the older law.7 The article states: By the 1850s, relations between northern and southern states were more strained than ever, and Southerners who would become members of the Confederacy
began to mute the threat of secession. Large-scale lawmakers in Washington, D.C., have been looking for a means of ousing southern states and keeping them as part of the Union. Which would be the closest you'd be to a word (whatever word do you have)?* Answers vary depending on the word you have. You may need to google this
yourself if you are not familiar with the word presented.8. The news article says all the following except ____.* How subway stops communicated with each other(S): Hey guys! Here's another achievement article! :) REMEMBER, SONONIM/ANTONYM QUESTIONS VARY FOR ALL! You always have that in mind when you answer those
questions! Before selecting answers, carefully read and answer all questions so that you do not select the wrong love y'all!-ellPLEASE NOTE: Questions vary depending on your lexicon and the amount of points you have (I just found this, I'm very sorry). But if you read the answers a little bit, you'll notice that the answers are the same, just
worded differently based on your reading level. Please, please, pay attention to this, boys! Thank you!1. What is this article mainly about?* Newly captured images of Sumatran tigers show that the protection of a forested area in Indonesia is critical to the survival of subspecies.2. What cause-effect relationship is described in this article? *
Misconduct and hunting have resulted in The Tigers of Sumatran becoming critically endangered. 3. Which is the closest the unsymonic word for the word? * Destructive4. This article would be most useful as a resource for a student research project on ____.* The importance of preserving endangered species.5. Which would be the
closest you'd been to the denony-ass for raze?* Obliterate6. Which of these is the statement of opinion?* The Indonesian government is responsible for intervening and preventing companies from destroying the habitat of the Sumatran tiger.7. When the cubs in the videos are old enough to leave their mother(s) soon, they will have to find
their own territory. The author's intention to include this quote is to __.* Suggest that the forests that are soothing will soon pose a problem for the sumatrat tigers.8. The article says all of the following EXCEPT ___.* Researchers from the World Wildlife Fund expected to get videos of all 400 Sumatran tigers in an unprotected hallway.
SECOND NOTE: Please be aware that questions about the sonony/antonimu may also be randomly created. I do not impose these achievement articles in order, and uploads will (unfortunately) be scattered given that I have a lot of work and another five articles + bedford reader textbook work to upload. Please stay with me lol. :)-
ellTHERE HAVE NO ANSWERS TO THIS POST! It's just a post! Thanks! So the task for December/January is only after the break, but I've already started! Tasks in the textbook (Bedford Reader + language composition) that you gave us I almost finished (yay!). I should be dealing with them by tomorrow, so when I'm done, I'm going to
put them on the page! :) NOTE: I will only load tasks in the textbook. current event assignments and news article assignments that you need to do yourself. I'd know you copied- ellhey! So I edit the &amp; I added the website in the music player (which was actually harder than I thought). Press the little crown in the lower left corner to listen
to some of the shit that I like! suggest some songs to add to this please before I add to all the music that I like lmao. on another note, I changed the layout of the website so that be easier (I hope) for you guys to take a look (because it's easier for me to manage).just give you guys a little update. Have a nice day! :)-ellp.s. The music player
is only available for people who view my website on your laptop/desktop. :( If you're all fighting for success, don't worry! Help is here! ;) And my boyfriend Kev embodied herself to do all 5 articles for people they didn't do! Below are links to ALL of the articles achieved. Watch videos and kev will present you with all the answers! Enjoy. A
Not-So-Sweet Side of Chocolate Link: Sweet Office Link: Star Gets a Stamp Link: (The Right) Milk? Link: my boy kevu! He helped me with that! I've already published what you would do to achieve the article is on the post below this. I'm glad we can help you! :)-LashellWhat Would You Do – AP Article (10 QUESTIONS)PLEASE NOTE
BEFORE USE: Some questions can be changed, but only when you ask for a co-ord or antonime words (pretty word questions). Otherwise, the answers to this task are below! :) Enjoy!1. This article is mainly about ____. [People's reactions to an Associated Press poll about what they would do if they were present when the money was
knocked out of an armored vehicle on the highway] 2. Which of these is the statement of facts? [For most people polled by The Associated Press about money being poured from an armored vehicle on a highway, the questions were hypothetical.] 3. Which is the closest the sonony to the word hypothetical? [Conjectural] 4. Based on the
article, the reader can assume that ____. [The company that was transporting money that came from an armored vehicle on a highway near Washington, D.C., will collect insurance to cover lost money when people were collecting it.] 5. The news article says all of the following except ___. [Most of the people who raised money that
poured out of an armored vehicle on the highway returned the money to the company that was transporting it.] 6. Which would be the closest antonim for the word frenetic? [Vekely] 7. Which of these is the most important to include in the summary of this Article? [Responses to an Associated Press poll about cash spilled on the highway
offer an insight into the minds of Americans struggling in today's economy.] 8th The author probably wrote this article in __. [Encourage readers to think about the decisions they would make if faced with one type of moral dilemma.] 9. There are three options for answering this question. THESE CHOICES ARE: 1. At the conventional
level..., 2. In pre-conventional level, is motivated by the direct consequences of the measures and not by social standards, and 3. In post-conventional level, behavior is motivated by the principles and standards of the individual. (For me personally, these choices were the answers of choice A, B and D, but they may be different for you.
Pay attention to this before submission!!!) 10. SEE FIGURE IN THE POST!!!:) Happy achievement! Achieve!
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